The Faculty of Law of the University of Belgrade and the Faculty of Economics of the University of Rome Tor Vergata are pleased to announce the launch of the 3rd Interdisciplinary Symposium on Public Procurement.

The Symposium brings together economists, lawyers, engineers, managerial experts in the field of public procurement through dialogue and discourse with the goal of reducing the terminology barrier among disciplines dealing with public procurement while reaching a joint wider understanding of practical issues. The Symposium also attempts to suggest reform measures for better rules of acquisition for Public Administrations to promote best practices worldwide.

The past editions of the Symposium were held in the leading European capitals and hosted renowned experts, researchers and scientists in the field of public procurement:

1st Interdisciplinary Symposium on Public Procurement (6-7 June 2011, Rome, Italy)
2nd Interdisciplinary Symposium on Public Procurement (22-23 September 2014, Budapest, Hungary)

All the papers accepted in the previous Symposia have been published in the Routledge’s books “The Applied Law and Economics of Public Procurement” and “Public Procurement Policy. The Economics of Legal Relationships” edited by the organizers.

During two days 4 main topics will be discussed:

1. Local Preferences
2. Joint Procurement
3. Big Data
4. Renegotiation

For registration or more information please consult the official website of the Symposium: www.publicprocurementsymposium.eu
**WEDNESDAY, 28 SEPTEMBER**

18:00 Welcome event  
In collaboration with the International Master in Public Procurement Management  
*Assembly of the city of Belgrade*  
Dragoslava Jovanovića 2, Belgrade

19:00 Welcome Cocktail

**THURSDAY, 29 SEPTEMBER**

8:45-09:15 Registration

09:15-09:30 Welcome Speech  
**Sima Avramović**  
University of Belgrade

09:30-10:00 Honorary Address  
**Giancarlo Spagnolo**  
University of Rome Tor Vergata and SITE - Stockholm School of Economics

**Theme 1: LOCAL PREFERENCES**

10:00-11:00 Rapporteurs

**Zornitsa Kutlina-Dimitrova**  
European Commission

**Pedro Telles**  
University of Swansea  
11:00-11:30am Coffee Break  
11:30-12:30 Selected Papers

**Sharlene Jo-Ann Shillingford Mcklmon**  
Embassies of the East Caribbean States and Mission to the European Union

**Petra Ferk and Boštjan Ferk**  
Institute for Public-Private Partnership, Slovenia

12:30-13:00 Open debate  
Lunch 13:00-14:00

**Theme 2: JOINT PROCUREMENT**

14:00-15:00 Rapporteurs

**Nicola Dimitri**  
University of Siena

**Tünde Tátrai**  
Corvinus University of Budapest

15:00-16:00 Selected Papers

**Antoinette Calleja**  
Ministry for Health of Malta

**Francesco Saverio Mennini**  
University of Rome Tor Vergata

16:00-16:30 Open debate

20:00 Symposium Dinner

**FRIDAY, 30 SEPTEMBER**

09:30-10:00 Welcome Coffee

**Theme 3: BIG DATA**

10:00-11:00 Rapporteurs

**Mihály Fazekas**  
Cambridge University

**Stéphane Saussier**  
Université de Paris Sorbonne  
11:00-11:30am Coffee Break  
11:30-12:30 Selected Papers

**Bernardo Nicoletti**  
Lean & Digitize

**Nikola Komšić**  
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Serbia

12:30-13:00 Open debate  
Lunch 13:00-14:00

**Theme 2: RENEGOTIATION**

14:00-15:00 Rapporteurs

**Francesco Decarolis**  
Boston University

**Martin Trybus**  
Birmingham Law School

15:00-16:00 Selected Papers

**José Luis Guasch**  
George Washington University

Selected paper 2 TBC

16:00-16:30 Open debate

16:30-17:00 Closing Remarks